Bristan recommend E-Cloth for cleaning all of our
bathroom & kitchen products. Using just water, E-cloth
gives a smear free, deep clean by breaking up and holding
dirt, which normal cloths leave behind. Order through
your Bristan stockist. (ORDER CODE: ECLOTH)

GUARANTEE
All products are manufactured to the highest standards and a 5 year guarantee
covers any defect in manufacture.
All products must have access for servicing or replacement during the life of
the product.
In the interests of continuous product development we reserve the right to alter
specification as necessary

THIS BOOKLET COVERS PRODUCT CODES:
FH SLRD01 C FH SLSQ01 C
FH SLRD02 C FH SLSQ02 C
FH SLRD03 C FH SLSQ03 C

Slim Line Square/Round
Fixed Shower Head
Fitting Instructions
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Please keep these instructions for future reference.
(REV D1)

This shower rose is intended to be used in conjunction with other products, such
as a shower arm and valve.

INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

INSTALLATION
This shower head should be arranged in your system with a supply of pre-mixed
water from a shower valve.
This product is designed to be fitted to shower arms with a male ½”BSP thread. If
replacing a shower rose, simply unscrew the current one and fit the new rose. The
shower rose comes with a swivel joint, so the rose can be positioned as desired.
Tighten by hand ONLY. Check joint and connections for any leaks, if this occurs
check the condition of the washer. Replace if necessary or reseat correctly then
re-tighten.
In order to maintain optimum spray, we advise that the shower rose face plate
be regularly cleaned, particularly in hard water areas.

FH SLSQ01 C
FH SLSQ02 C
FH SLSQ03 C

200mm x 200mm
250mm x 250mm
300mm x 300mm

AFTERCARE INSTRUCTIONS
FH SLRD01 C
FH SLRD02 C
FH SLRD03 C

200mm diameter
250mm diameter
300mm diameter

Your fitting has a high quality finish and should be treated with care to preserve the
visible surfaces.
All surface finishes will wear if not cleaned correctly, the only safe way to clean your
mixer is to wipe with a soft damp cloth. Stains can be removed using washing up
liquid. All bath cleaning powders and liquids will damage the surface of your fitting,
even the non-scratch cleaners.
NOTE: Never use abrasive detergents or disinfectants or those containing
alcohol, hydrochloric acid or phosphoric acid.

